Livestock producers face serious threats from pervasive and invasive vector-borne diseases.

In 2017, the Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service addressed these issues through:

**EVENTS, PLANNING MEETINGS, AND WORKSHOPS FOR PRODUCERS**

10,900 achieving more than

1.9 million EDUCATIONAL AND OTHER CONTACTS.

**EXTENSION CERTIFICATION TRAINING AND CONTINUING EDUCATION SUPPORTED**

218 jobs IN TEXAS LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION, WITH AN ANNUAL WAGE BASE OF

$7.7 million

**ECONOMIC IMPACTS**

- **$7.4 MILLION** impact of Texas A&M Beef Cattle Short Course and Ranch Management University programs
- **$26.8 MILLION** impact of dairy production programs
- **$7.9 MILLION** impact of Cattle Trails Stocker and Wheat Conference, Hemphill County Beef Conference and Beef Quality Assurance
- **$622,000** impact of beef cattle reproduction management schools
- **$39 MILLION** impact of financial risk management education

This report, based on Extension programming in 2017, provides the most recent annual data available.

AgriLifeExtension.tamu.edu/impacts